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Project Documents

Copies of the approved PAR, 5C, and Objectives can be found at:

P802.3bu TF Meeting May 2014

• Met in Norfolk, VA May 13th, 2014
• 24 people signed the attendance sheet
• Two presentations were given covering Coupling Network technical details and liaison progress from 802.3bp
• A liaison response with specific technical questions was generated and delivered to 802.3bp
  • See http://www.ieee802.org/3/bp/public/may14/dwelley_3bp_01a_0514.pdf
Goals for This Week

- Meeting Tuesday at 9:00 in Harbor B
- Review two presentations and prepare liaison material
- Revive Power Ad Hoc and assign new tasks
- Create Task Force timeline
- Plan for next meeting
Planned Straw Polls

• Will you be attending the Interim Meeting in Ottawa, ON in September 2014?

  • Y: ___  M: ___  N: ___

• Will you be generating a presentation for the Ottawa Interim Meeting?

  • Y: ___  M: ___  N: ___
Thank You

• …and we’ll see you again at the Closing Plenary!